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By recognizing ideas, feelings & actions that fuel energy, and those that 
drain energy, participants will develop new awareness of their reactions 
and ways of increasing their energy.

At this station, you’ll find out how to give yourself energy when 
you’re feeling helpless about climate change by generating 
different ideas.

Post-it notes (or pieces of paper 
with tape)
A big wall or table divided into two 
areas

When you think about climate change… what drains your energy? For example, “thinking it’s hopeless” or 
“feeling stuck” or “people not taking it seriously.” Label one area of table/wall “Drain your Energy” and the 
other ”Fuels Your Energy” – in each area, add 5-10 examples following the directions below.

Write one idea per sticky note and add it with the others in the “Drains Your Energy” section. Try to be as 
specific with real examples of what has affected your energy.

Next, do the same for what fuels your energy, such as “walk in nature,” “tell someone how I feel,” or “organize 
a protest.” Again, try to be as specific with real examples.

Now, talk to someone else about the ideas with the discussion questions below.

What are some feelings that you experience reading what’s on the “Drains Your Energy” side?
“Climate anxiety” is a feeling of a large, maybe uncontrollable worry, about the future of the earth. Looking at 
the “Drains Your Energy” side, how much Climate Anxiety do you feel?
What are some feelings that you experience reading what’s on the “Fuels Your Energy” side?
If you have difficult feelings such as anxiety, grief, despair, or anger… What are some healthy or useful options 
of what to do with those feelings?
Are there ideas on the Fuels Your Energy list that can help you when you’re feeling low? What is something 
from the Fuels Your Energy list that you’d like to try out?
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